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BOX PRODUCT OF Cp-MACKEY FUNCTORS
KAITLYN LOYD
Abstract. Let G be a finite group. In this paper, we provide an exposition
of G-Mackey functors and a symmetric monoidal product on the category of
Mackey functors called the box product. After computing several examples of
box products for the case of G “ Cp, we move to the heart of the paper, which
is to find and classify all Cp-Mackey functors invertible for the box product.
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Introduction
The first notion of a G-Mackey functor was introduced by J.A. Green and later
by Dress to provide a unified treatment of several constructions found in represen-
tation theory [1]. As a simple example of this, consider a finite group G acting
linearly on a finite dimensional vector space V . In other words, V is a finite di-
mensional representation of G. For any subgroup H of G, we can consider V as a
representation of H by restricting the action of G to H . This is aptly named re-
striction. However, the more interesting question is whether it is also possible to go
in the opposite direction. In other words, given a finite dimensional representation
V of H , can we get a representation of G? To do this, we use a construction called
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induction. Consider the space
W “
à
giH
giV
where the direct sum is indexed over all cosets in G{H . The gi are chosen represen-
tatives of each of these cosets. Without going into too much detail, the G-action
on W is given by letting G act on its cosets rather than V itself, essentially per-
muting these isomorphic copies of V . We could also have defined this construction
using the tensor product to avoid the condition that G be finite. As we will see,
these constructions are very similar to those that will be used in our definition of a
G-Mackey functor.
Mackey functors also arise rather naturally in algebraic topology as the stable ho-
motopy ”groups” of G-spectra, described nicely by Kristen Mazur [4]. In the case of
ordinary stable homotopy theory, the stable homotopy groups of (non-equivariant)
spectra land in Ab, the category of abelian groups. However, in equivariant sta-
ble homotopy theory, we consider G-spectra and require that the stable homotopy
groups somehow encode information about the action of all subgroups of G as
well. Working out the details of this requirement, the stable homotopy groups of
G-spectra are actually forced to be Mackey functors.
Example 0.1. Let S0 represent the equivariant sphere spectrum. Then the zeroth
stable homotopy group of the H-fixed points of the equivariant sphere spectrum
is ApHq for all subgroups H of G. Here ApHq is the Burnside ring of H . More
specifically,
pi0ppS
0qHq :“ rS0 ^ pG{Hq`, S
0sG “ rS0, S0sH “ ApG{Hq “ ApHq
for all subgroups H of G, where G{H is a finite G-set and rS0, S0sH is the set of
homotopy classes of H-equivariant maps S0 Ñ S0. As H varies over all subgroups
of G, we can fit the abelian groups ApG{Hq together to obtain the Burnside Mackey
functor A described in Example 1.11.
For those who are curious, the sources cited above give more thorough descrip-
tions of these motivations coming from other areas of mathematics. However, for
the context of this paper, these objects will be defined and discussed in a purely
algebraic setting.
We begin by providing a short discussion of Mackey functors along with several
examples to develop some notation and intuition for these objects. We will also
see how we can view Mackey functors as objects in a category, leading us into our
main discussion on the box product, a symmetric monoidal product on the category
of Mackey functors. Section 2 is devoted entirely to developing a concrete defini-
tion for the box product for the case of G “ Cp and provides a very constructive
approach to this task. However, the downside to this approach is that it is nota-
tionally heavy. Thus, in Section 3, we work through several computations of box
products for Cp-Mackey functors to become more comfortable with the definition
and how it works computationally. Perhaps the next natural question is what it
means for an object to be invertible under this product and how many invertible
objects there might be. The remainder of the paper is focused on answering this
question. We develop several tools for doing so in Section 4, before concluding with
a classification theorem for invertible Cp-Mackey functors.
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1. G-Mackey Functors
1.1. Equivalent Definitions of a G-Mackey Functor. Let G be a finite abelian
group. We first present two equivalent definitions of a G-Mackey functor (or just
Mackey functor when the group G is clear) for an arbitrary finite abelian group. In
fact, the first definition, attributed to Dress [1], holds for any finite group G. After
stating these definitions, we will quickly present a definition specialized to G “ Cp,
the cyclic group of order a prime p, as these groups will be the main focus of this
paper.
Definition 1.1. A G-Mackey functor M consists of a pair of functors M˚ and M
˚
from the category of finite G-sets, SetG, to the category of abelian groups, Ab, that
agree on objects (we can thus defineMpXq :“M˚pXq “M˚pXq for any X P Set
G)
and take disjoint unions to direct sums. M˚ is covariant and M
˚ is contravariant,
and for every pullback diagram in SetG:
A
α //
β

B
γ

C
δ
// D
the following diagram commutes.
MpAq
M˚pαq// MpBq
MpCq
M˚pβq
OO
M˚pδq
// MpDq
M˚pγq
OO
The contravariant functor will be referred to as restriction and the covariant functor
as transfer.
Alternatively, recall that any finite G-set is a disjoint union of orbits G{H , for
H a subgroup of G. Then by additivity, to define a Mackey functor, it suffices to
determine MpG{Hq as H varies over the subgroups of G as well as the restriction
and transfer maps between each of these abelian groups. We then have the following
more constructive definition of a Mackey functor.
Definition 1.2. Let G be a finite abelian group. A Mackey functor M is a col-
lection of abelian groups MpG{Hq, as H ranges over the subgroups of G, each ac-
companied by maps trHK : MpG{Kq Ñ MpG{Hq and res
H
K : MpG{Hq Ñ MpG{Kq
for all subgroups K of H such that:
(1) trHJ “ tr
H
K tr
K
J and res
H
J “ res
K
J res
H
K for all subgroups J Ď K Ď H
(2) trHK pγ ¨ xq “ tr
H
K pxq for all x PMpG{Kq and γ PWHpKq.
(3) γ ¨ resHKpxq “ res
H
Kpxq for all x PMpG{Hq and γ PWHpKq
(4) For all subgroups J,K Ă H , resHKtr
J
Kpxq “
ř
γPWHpKq
γ ¨ trKJXKpxq for all
x PMpG{pJ XKqq.
whereWHpKq is the Weyl group, NHpKq{K. Notice that for G abelian, WHpKq “
H{K so the Weyl action is induced by the automorphisms of H{K.
An explanation on the equivalence between these two definitions is given by both
The´venaz and Webb [6] and Mazur [4].
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1.2. Cp-Mackey Functors. When G “ Cp, p prime, G has only two subgroups,
teu and Cp. Then much of this definition becomes superfluous and we can reduce
it to the following.
Definition 1.3. Let G “ Cp. A Mackey functor M is the pair of abelian groups
Mp˚q :“MpCp{Cpq andMpCpq :“MpCp{eq accompanied by maps tr
Cp
e :MpCpq Ñ
Mp˚q and res
Cp
e : Mp˚q ÑMpCpq such that for all x PMp˚q, y PMpCpq, γ P Cp,
(1) γ ¨ res
Cp
e pxq “ res
Cp
e pxq
(2) tr
Cp
e pγ ¨ yq “ tr
Cp
e pyq
(3) res
Cp
e tr
Cp
e pyq “
ř
γPCp
γ ¨ y
The group MpCpq is equipped with an action of Cp, whereas Mp˚q has an action
of teu, which is ignored.
Notation 1.4. When there is no ambiguity, we abbreviate resHK and tr
H
K as res
(or just r) and tr, respectively.
Remark 1.5. In Definition 1.2, we require knowledge of the Weyl group and its
action. In all relevant cases for this paper, we have G “ Cp and the Weyl group is
either trivial or Cp itself. Hence, explicit mention of the Weyl group is often not
made, as in the above definition.
A concise way to capture the information of Definition 1.3 is with a Lewis di-
agram, first introduced by Gaunce Lewis [3]. For G “ Cp, we can describe any
Cp-Mackey functor by the following diagram.
Mp˚q
r

MpCpq
tr
[[
The simplicity of this diagram relies heavily upon Cp having only two subgroups.
A more general treatment is given by Mazur [4], although we will not need this.
We can also consider the category of Mackey functors, denoted MG. The objects
are Mackey functors and the morphisms are given as follows.
Definition 1.6. Let M,N be G-Mackey functors for G a finite abelian group. A
morphism of Mackey functors φ : M Ñ N is a collection of WGpHq-equivariant
group homomorphisms φH :MpG{Hq Ñ NpG{Hq for all subgroups of H such that
resHKφH “ φKres
H
K and tr
H
KφK “ φHtr
H
K for all subgroups K of H . For G “ Cp,
we can describe φ by the following.
Mp˚q
φCp //
rM

Np˚q
rN

MpCpq
φe //
trM
[[
NpCpq
trN
[[
The morphism φ is an isomorphism of Mackey functors if φH is a group isomorphism
for all H Ď G.
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1.3. Common Examples. Although we will describe all of the following examples
more generally, for the sake of simplicity all Lewis diagrams will be presented only
for the group G “ Cp.
Example 1.7. Fixed Point Mackey Functor
Let M be a module over the group ring ZrGs. For all subgroups H of G, define
MpG{Hq :“MH
where MH is the subgroup of M fixed by H . Then for all subgroups K of H , the
restriction map resHK : M
H Ñ MK is given by inclusion of fixed points and the
transfer map trHK : M
K Ñ MH is given by trHKpxq “
ř
γPWHpKq
γ ¨ x. The Lewis
diagram is given below for G “ Cp.
x
❴

MCp
r

ř
γPCp
γ ¨ x
x M
tr
]]
x
❴
OO
This is the only example for which we will check the properties of a Mackey
functor. Let K Ď H Ď G. Let x P MH . Since resHKpxq is the image of an H-fixed
point under the inclusion map, it is still fixed by WHpKq “ H{K in M
K , showing
the first property. For the second property,
trHK ph ¨ yq “
ÿ
γPH{K
γ ¨ ph ¨ yq “
ÿ
γPH{K
pγhq ¨ y “
ÿ
γPH{K
γ ¨ y “ trHKpyq
for all h P H{K. Lastly, for any x PMK , we have
resHKtr
H
K pxq “ res
H
K
´ ÿ
γPH{K
γ ¨ x
¯
“
ÿ
γPH{K
γ ¨ x
Example 1.8. Constant Mackey Functor, Z
The constant Mackey functor can be viewed as a special case of the fixed point
Mackey functor above. Consider Z as a ZrGs-module with trivial G-action. Then
ZpG{Hq :“ ZH “ Z for all subgroups H of G. All restriction maps must be given
by the identity and for all subgroups K of H ,
trHKpxq “
ÿ
γPH{K
γ ¨ x “
ÿ
γPH{K
x “ |H{K|x
We have the following Lewis diagram.
Z
1

Z
p
^^
Example 1.9. Orbit Mackey Functor, Mˆ
The orbit Mackey functor is defined in a way dual to the fixed point Mackey
functor. Let M be a ZrGs-module. For all subgroups H Ď G, define
MˆpG{Hq :“MH
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where MH is the quotient of M by the action of H . Then for all subgroups K Ď
H Ď G and for all x P MˆpG{Hq, the restriction maps are given by resHKpxq “ř
γPWKpHq
γ ¨ x and the transfer maps by the surjection MK ։MH .
MCp
p

M
1
ZZ
Example 1.10. Permutation Mackey Functor
Let S be a finite G-set. Denote by ZrSs the free abelian group generated by S.
We can view ZrSs as a ZrGs-module by the action of G on S. Then the permutation
Mackey functor is equivalent to the fixed point Mackey functor for ZrSs.
We determine this explicitly for G “ S “ C2. Recall ZrC2s “ ta` bγ : a, b P Zu,
where γ is the nontrivial element of C2. G acts on ZrC2s by γ ¨ pa` bγq “ aγ ` b,
so that the fixed points are exactly those elements of the form a` aγ, a P Z. Then
the permutation Mackey functor is given by the following:
1` γ
❴

Zx1` γy
r

1` γ 1` γ
1` γ ZrC2s
tr
[[
1
❴
OO
γ
❴
OO
Example 1.11. Burnside Mackey Functor, A
For reasons that will be further explained in Section 3.2, the Burnside Mackey
functor is of great importance. To understand this Mackey functor, we must first
give the following definition, attributed to none other than Burnside [2].
Definition 1.12. The Burnside ring of a group G, ApGq, is the Grothendieck group
of the abelian monoid of isomorphism classes of finite G sets. Addition for the
monoid is given by disjoint union and the ring structure is given by multiplication
under Cartesian product.
We can now define A on objects by ApG{Hq :“ ApHq, the Burnside ring of H .
Let SetH be the category of all finite H-sets and let
i˚K : Set
H Ñ SetK , H ˆK p´q : Set
K Ñ SetH
denote the forgetful functor and induction functor, respectively. This induction
functor can be thought of as taking |H{K| copies of the given H-set and letting
H act on these copies by permuting the indices. Recall that H acts on any of its
cosets by h1 ¨ hK “ ph1hqK for h, h1 P H . Then define:
rHK prXsq :“ ri
˚
KpXqs, tr
H
K prY sq :“ rGˆH Y s
for all rXs P ApG{Hq and rY s P ApG{Kq.
We shall compute this Mackey functor explicitly for G “ Cp. For H “ teu, the
isomorphism classes of finite e-sets are just finite sets. The Grothendieck group
is generated by the isomorphism class of a single point res, denoted as 1, so that
ApHq “ Zx1y. Now suppose H “ Cp. There are now two isomorphism classes, those
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with trivial action, generated by res, and those with an action of Cp, generated by
the set rCps. Then we write ApHq “ Zx1, rCpsy. The restriction map is determined
by forgetting the action of Cp on a Cp set. Essentially, this counts the number of
points in the set, so that 1 ÞÑ 1 and rCps ÞÑ p. The transfer map takes p copies of
the singleton res and gives a Cp action by permuting the copies. Then 1 ÞÑ rCps.
We have the following Lewis diagram:
1
❴

rCps
❴

Zx1, rCpsy
r

rCps
1 p Zx1y
tr
ZZ
1
❴
OO
We can similarly define what Lewis called the twisted Burnside Mackey functor
dA by letting 1 P Ap˚q restrict to any d P Z. These will become especially important
in our discussion of invertible Mackey functors.
2. Definition of the Box Product
The category of G-Mackey functors MG has a symmetric monoidal structure given
by the box product,
l : MG ˆMG ÑMG
As we will show in Section 3.2, the box product for C2-Mackey functors has unit
given by the Burnside Mackey functor. Although the box product can be defined
much more simply categorically in terms of left Kan extensions, this definition lacks
the constructive nature of its algebraic counterpart and hence does not provide
much information needed for computations. As our goal in the following sections is
to compute several examples of the box product, we shall develop only the algebraic
definition, originally detailed by Gaunce Lewis [3].
For the remainder of this paper, let G “ Cp. Let M and N P MG. Using
Lewis diagrams, we can represent the box product as below.
pM lNqp˚q
res
Cp
e

pM lNqpCpq
tr
Cp
e
[[
As the box product is an analog to the tensor product in the category of Mackey
functors, an initial attempt to describe the box product might yield the following
definition:
pM lNqpG{Hq
?
“MpG{Hq bNpG{Hq
Recall that it suffices to define a Mackey functor only on these orbits. As the
restriction map is supported by this definition, the above is sufficient for G{H “
Cp{e. However, the transfer map is not and thus we must modify this definition
for pM lNqp˚q. A natural solution would be to rather artificially introduce all
transfers, and this is what we do, yielding
(2.1) pMp˚q bNp˚qq ‘ Imptrq
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where Imptrq “ pMpCpqbNpCpqq{Cp . We quotient by the action of Cp here to force
pM lNqp˚q to satisfy the following property of a Mackey functor: trpγpa b bqq “
trpa b bq for all a P MpCpq, b P NpCpq, γ P Cp. Here, Cp acts diagonally, i.e.
γpa b bq “ γa b γb. Additionally, since the elements of (2.1) are direct sums of
tensor products, we expect them to act as such. In particular, we want that they
satisfy something like the following:
xb
ÿ
γPCp
γ ¨ y
?
“
ÿ
γPCp
γpxb yq
However, in the context of Mackey functors, this summation now has a meaning (it
is the transfer map). Consider for now the fixed point Mackey functor or any such
that rpxq “ x. Then for x PMp˚q, y PMpCpq,
trprpxq b yq “
ÿ
γPCp
γprpxq b yq “
ÿ
γPCp
γrpxq b γy “ xb
ÿ
γPCp
γy “ xb trpyq
This gives the relation xb trpyq „ trprpxqbyq for all x PMp˚q, y PMpCpq. We can
do this similarly for p
ř
γPCp
γ ¨ xq b y. By requiring all Mackey functors to satisfy
this desired property, we have the following relations, called Frobenius reciprocity.
xb trpyq „ trprpxq b yq, trpxq b y „ trpxb rpyqq
We then arrive at the final definition of the box product for G “ Cp.
Definition 2.2. Let M and N PMCp . Define
pM lNqp˚q :“ ppMp˚q bNp˚qq ‘ pMpCpq bNpCpqq{Cpq{„
pM lNqpCpq :“MpCpq bNpCpq
The transfer map tr
Cp
e : pM lNqpCpq Ñ pM lNqp˚q is subject to the relation
trpγ ¨ xq “ trpxq for all x P pM lNqpCpq. The Cp action is given by γ ¨ pa b bq “
γab γb for γ P Cp and the relations „ are given by:
xb trpyq „ trprpxq b yq
trpxq b y „ trpx b rpyqq
We define the restriction map res
Cp
e : pM lNqp˚q Ñ pM lNqpCpq by res
Cp
e px b
yq “ rM pxq b rN pyq and for all tr
Cp
e pxq P Imptr
Cp
e q,
resCpe tr
Cp
e pxq “
ÿ
γPCp
γ ¨ x
Additionally, one can easily check bilinearity over scalars in Z for both transfer and
restriction.
The above definition can be described by the following Lewis diagram:
ppMp˚q b Np˚qq ‘ Imptrqq{„
res
Cp
e

MpCpq b NpCpq
tr
Cp
e
[[
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3. Computations of Box Products
3.1. Involving The Constant Mackey Functor.
Example 3.1. We begin with a preliminary example, ZlZ, where Z denotes the
constant Mackey functor. Recall the copies of Z can be represented by the following
diagrams:
x
❴

Zxxy
r1

px x1
❴

Zxx1y
r2

px1
y Zxyy
tr1
[[
y
❴
OO
y1 Zxy1y
tr2
[[
y
❴
OO
Then pZlZqp˚q “ Zxxb x1, trpy b y1qy{ „ and pZlZqpCpq “ Zxy b y
1y. As they
stand, the generators coming from transfer are nothing more than symbolic filler.
The objective now is to write the transfers in terms of the first set of generators
using the relations we can obtain from Frobenius reciprocity. In general, there are
several generators and this may be rather difficult. However, in this case, it is clear.
(3.2) trpy b y1q “ trpr1pxq b y
1q „ xb tr2py
1q “ xb px1 “ ppxb x1q
Then the generator trpyby1q was redundant and we can drop it from our generating
set. Note that since there is trivial Cp action on both Zxyy and Zxy
1y, then Zxyby1y
has trivial Cp action as well. We are left with
Zxxb x1y
r

Zxy b y1y
tr
[[
Directly from the definition, we have rpxbx1q “ r1pxqbr2px
1q “ yby1. From (3.2),
we immediately obtain trpy b y1q “ ppx b x1q. By the isomorphism, x ÞÑ x b x1,
y ÞÑ y b y1, we now recognize the above as the constant Mackey functor, so that
ZlZ » Z.
3.2. Involving The Burnside Mackey Functor. We now aim to show that the
unit for the box product is the Burnside Mackey functor A. We begin with a specific
example before showing the general case. First, recall the Lewis diagram for A.
1
❴

rCps
❴

Zx1, rCpsy
r

rCps
1 p Zx1y
tr
ZZ
1
❴
OO
Example 3.3. AlZ
We shall use the above notation for A and represent Z as in Example 1.8.
pAlZqp˚q “ Zx1b x, rCps b x, trp1 b yqy{ „
pAlZqpCpq “ Zx1b yy
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Since the Cp action is trivial, this gives no relations. We now determine those given
by Frobenius reciprocity:
trp1 b yq “ trprp1q b yq „ 1b trpyq “ 1b px “ pp1b xq
rCps b x “ trp1q b x „ trp1 b rpxqq “ trp1 b yq
Combining these, both rCpsbx and trp1byq may be eliminated from the generating
set. This yields the Lewis diagram
Zx1b xy
r

Zx1b yy
tr
[[
We can compute: rp1 b xq “ rp1q b rpxq “ 1 b y and trp1 b yq “ pp1 b xq. Then,
again this is recognized to be the constant Mackey functor so that AlZ » Z .
Example 3.4. AlM
Let M P MG. A generic Cp-Mackey functor has the following Lewis diagram. For
simplicity, we will let the abelian groups be finitely generated.
Mp˚q “ Zxa1, . . . , any
rM

MpCpq “ Zxb1, . . . , bmy
trM
[[
pAlMqp˚q “ Zx1ba1, . . . , 1ban, rCpsba1, . . . , rCpsban, trp1bb1q, . . . , trp1bbmqy{ „
pAlMqpCpq “ Zx1b b1, . . . , 1b bmy
We have that the group action is given by γp1b biq “ γ1b γbi “ 1b γbi and so
is completely determined by the action on MpCpq.
rCps b ai “ trp1q b ai „ trp1 b rpaiqq “ tr
´
1b
mÿ
j“1
cijbj
¯
“
mÿ
j“1
cijtrp1 b bjq
trp1 b biq “ trprp1q b biq „ 1b trM pbiq “ 1b
nÿ
j“1
dijaj “
nÿ
j“1
dijp1b ajq
for some cij , dij P Z. Then all generators of the form rCps b ai and trp1 b biq may
be eliminated from the generating set and we have the following Lewis diagram.
1b ai
❴

Zx1b a1, . . . , 1b any
r

1b trM pbjq
1b rM paiq MpCpq “ Zx1b b1, . . . , 1b bmy
tr
[[
1b bj
❴
OO
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Then the restriction and transfer maps are both determined by the original restric-
tion and transfer forM so that AlM »M by the obvious isomorphism 1bai ÞÑ ai,
1b bi ÞÑ bi.
Example 3.5. Let c, d P Z. Then cAl dA » cdA, by the following computation.
Using the notation of Example 1.11 for the twisted Burnside Mackey functors, we
have the following.
Zx1b 1, 1b rCps, rCps b 1, rCps b rCps, trp1 b 1qy
r

cAl dA “
Zx1b 1y
tr
ZZ
We have the following relations.
c ¨ trp1 b 1q “ 1b rCps
p ¨ trp1b 1q “ rCps b rCps
d ¨ trp1 b 1q “ rCps b 1
Then pcAl dAqp˚q “ Zx1b1, trp1b1qy. We then compute rp1b1q “ cbd “ cdp1b1q
and rptrp1 b 1qq “ pp1 b 1q, so that the above Mackey functor diagram indeed
represents cdA. This computation will be of great importance when determining
invertible Mackey functors in Section 4.
3.3. Other Computations.
Example 3.6. ZrC2slZrC2s » ZrC2 ˆ C2s
We have the following set-up for this box product.
1` γ
❴

Zx1` γy
r1

1` γ 1` γ e` α
❴

Zxe` αy
r2

e` α e ` α
1` γ ZrC2s
tr1
[[
1
❴
OO
γ
❴
OO
e` α ZrC2s
tr2
[[
e
❴
OO
α
❴
OO
pZrC2slZrC2sqp˚q “ Zxp1` γq b pe ` αq, trp1 b eq, trp1 b αq, trpγ b eq, trpγ b αqy
pZrC2slZrC2sqpC2q “ Zx1b e, 1b α, γ b e, γ b αy
Notice that there is now an action of C2 on pZrC2slZrC2sqpC2q so that we have
the following relations.
trp1 b eq “ trpγp1b eqq “ trpγ b αq
trp1 b αq “ trpγp1 b αqq “ trpγ b eq
Additionally, we have the following relation from Frobenius reciprocity.
p1` γq b pe ` αq “ p1` γq b trpeq “ trprp1 ` γq b eq “ trp1 b eq ` trpγ b eq
Then pZrC2slZrC2sqp˚q reduces to Zxtrp1 b eq, trp1 b αqy. Now observe that the
restriction map is injective so that we can identify trp1 b eq with its value under
restriction. Recall that for this, we have the formula
rptrp1 b eqq “
ÿ
γPC2
p1b eq “ 1b e` γ b α
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Hence, trp1 b eq “ 1b e` γ b α. We can perform the same computation to 1b α
to yield trp1 b αq “ 1b α ` γ b e. Let A “ 1b e` γ b α and B “ 1b α ` γ b e.
We now have the following Lewis diagram for ZrC2slZrC2s.
A
❴

B
❴

ZxA,By
r

A A B B
A B Zx1b e, 1b α, γ b e, γ b αy
tr
[[
1b e
❴
OO
γ b α
❴
OO
1b α
❴
OO
γ b e
❴
OO
Notice that the elements involving A and those involving B don’t interact at all.
This looks like “two ZrC2s Mackey functors in one”. And in some sense it is. It
is worthwhile for the reader to convince themselves that this is in fact isomorphic
to the permutation Mackey functor ZrC2 ˆ C2s. This generalizes to the following,
which we shall not prove here.
Example 3.7. Let X,Y be finite Cp-sets. Then ZrXslZrY s » ZrX ˆ Y s.
4. Invertible Mackey Functors
Here we provide the first nontrivial examples of Mackey functors invertible for
the box product. These will be the main focus of the rest of the paper. For G “ Cp,
we show that these are precisely those Mackey functors dA with d P Z relatively
prime to p.
Definition 4.1. Let M PMG. We say that M is invertible for the box product (or
just invertible) if there exists an N P MG such that M l N is isomorphic to the
Burnside Mackey functor.
4.1. Initial Examples. We begin by providing a proof of a result by Shulman [5].
Lemma 4.2. There is an isomorphism of twisted Mackey functors cA and dA if
and only if there is an x P Z such that c “ ˘d` px.
Proof. Suppose cA » dA. Then there are isomorphisms of abelian groups φCp :
Zx1, rCpsy Ñ Zx1, rCpsy and φe : Z Ñ Z. As the only group isomorphisms Z Ñ Z
are the identity and 1 ÞÑ ´1, we can assume without loss of generality that φe “ id.
To determine φCp , we utilize the remaining properties of a morphism of Mackey
functors.
φCpprCpsq “ φCpptrp1qq “ trpφep1qq “ trp1q “ rCps
c “ φepcq “ φeprp1qq “ rpφCpp1qq “ rpy ` xrCpsq “ dy ` px
for some x, y P Z. Representing φCp by a matrix A, these results imply
A “
ˆ
y x
0 1
˙
Since φCp is an isomorphism, detpAq “ y must be invertible in Z. Then y “ ˘1 so
that c “ ˘d` px.
Now, suppose c “ ˘d` px and consider the following diagram.
Zx1, rCpsy
p˘1 x0 1q //
pcpq

Zx1, rCpsy
pdpq

Zx1y
p0 1q
ZZ
Zx1y
p0 1q
ZZ
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We can routinely check that this is indeed a morphism of Mackey functors. To
determine if it is an isomorphism, we first notice that the bottom is the identity
and hence an isomorphism. Since the determinant of the matrix for φCp is a unit
in Z, the top group homomorphism is also an isomorphism, as desired. 
Notation 4.3. Let a, b P Z. We write pa, bq to denote the greatest common divisor
of a and b.
Lemma 4.4. Let cA be a twisted Burnside Mackey functor. Then there exists a
d P Z such that cAl dA is isomorphic to A if and only if pc, pq “ 1.
Proof. Recall from Example 3.5, cAl dA » cdA. By Lemma 4.2, A » cdA if and
only if there is an x P Z such that 1 “ ˘cd ` px, where p and c are both known.
We know by the Bezout identity that this has integer solutions d, x if and only if p
is relatively prime to c. However, we will quickly show this. The reverse direction
follows from the extended Euclidean algorithm. Now suppose pp,˘cq ‰ 1. In this
case, p is prime so that we must have c “ pk for some k P Z. Then 1 “ ppkd` xq,
a contradiction. 
Put slightly differently, this tells us all twisted Burnside Mackey functors cA
with pc, pq “ 1 are invertible, with inverse of the form dA for some d P Z. Our goal
now is to show that these are all invertible Mackey functors. However, first we will
spend a bit of time determining all invertible Cp-modules, the reason for which will
become immediately apparent in the following section.
4.2. Invertible Cp-Modules.
Definition 4.5. A left Cp-module is an abelian group M with a left action of Cp
such that γpa` bq “ γpaq ` γpbq for all γ P Cp and a, b PM .
Notice that sinceM is abelian, a right Cp-module is given by letting a¨γ “ γ
´1 ¨a
for all γ P Cp and a P M . Hence, we will simply refer to Cp-modules, rather than
distinguishing between right and left. Then a Cp-module is a Z-module (viewing
Z as a ring) with a group action that is compatible with the module structure.
Additionally, we can define a tensor product of Cp-modules. Let M,N be Cp-
modules. Forgetting the Cp action, recall that M and N are Z-modules. We obtain
a new Z-module byMbZN . To determine a Cp action onMbZN that is compatible
with the Z-module structure, we again do the most obvious thing by letting Cp act
diagonally. A Cp-moduleM is called invertible if there is a Cp-module N such that
M bN » Z, where Z is given the trivial action.
Lemma 4.6. Let p be a prime integer.
(a) For p odd, there is exactly one invertible Cp-module up to isomorphism.
(b) For p “ 2, there are exactly two invertible Cp-modules up to isomorphism.
Proof. (a)We first show that the only invertible Z-module is Z itself and then
consider the group action. Let A P Ab and suppose there is a B P Ab such that
A bZ B » Z. It is a fact we shall not prove here that any invertible Z-module is
finitely generated. Then by the classification theorem of finitely generated abelian
groups, A » Zn ‘ p
À
i Z{niZq and B » Z
m ‘ p
À
j Z{mjZq. Then we have:
AbZ B » pZ
n ‘ p
à
i
Z{niZqq bZ pZ
m ‘ p
à
j
Z{mjZqq
“ Znm ‘
à
j
pZn bZ Z{mjZq ‘
à
i
pZm bZ Z{niZq ‘
à
ij
pZ{niZbZ Z{mjZq
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Since A bZ B » Z, the free summand must have nm “ 1, where n,m P Z so that
n “ m “ 1. Then this reduces to the following.
Z » Z‘ p
à
Z{mjZq ‘ p
à
Z{niZq ‘ p
à
ij
Z{pni,mjqZq
Then evidently all ni “ mj “ 0 so that A » Z » B.
We must now determine the Cp-action on Z. There is a one to one correspondence
between Cp-modules M and group homomorphisms Cp Ñ AutpMq, where M is
viewed as an abelian group and AutpMq denotes the set of group automorphisms
on M . Letting M “ Z, recall that the set AutpZq has only two elements, the
identity 1 and the automorphism determined by 1 ÞÑ ´1, which we denote here
as -1. Since p is odd, we have only the trivial homomorphism sending all γ P Cp
to 1. This corresponds to the Cp-module Z with trivial Cp-action, which is clearly
invertible with inverse itself. Since this is the only possible Cp-module structure,
this is all invertible Cp-modules for p odd.
(b)When p “ 2, there is an additional non-trivial group homomorphism given by
1 ÞÑ ´1, corresponding to the Cp-module Z´. Recall that this is Z equipped with
the sign action. Notice that Z´ is also invertible with inverse itself. Since any
group homomorphism is determined by where it sends r1s, this in fact exhausts all
possible homomorphisms. Hence, there are exactly two invertible C2 modules given
by Z and Z´. 
4.3. Classification of Invertible Mackey Functors. LetM PMG be invertible.
Then there is some N P MG such that the following is an isomorphism of Mackey
functors.
pMp˚q b Np˚q ‘ Imptrqq{„
res
Cp
e

φe // Z‘ Z
p1pq

MpCpq b NpCpq
tr
Cp
e
[[
φCp // Z
p0 1q
\\
From this, we can determine what each tier of M must look like. First notice
that the above isomorphism of Mackey functors implies there is an isomorphism
of abelian groups MpCpq b NpCpq » ApCpq respecting the action of Cp. In other
words, MpCpq b NpCpq » Z as Cp-modules. For now let us consider p odd. By
Lemma 4.6, we must have MpCpq “ Z. Then half of our work is already done! To
determine what pM lNqp˚q must look like, we begin with the following result.
Definition 4.7. A G-Mackey functorM is torsion free ifMpG{Hq is a torsion free
abelian group for each subgroup H of G.
Proposition 4.8. Let M PMCp, p odd, be invertible. Then M is torsion free.
In order to prove this statement, we need to develop a tool that is a Mackey
functor analog to the isotropy separation sequence in equivariant stable homotopy
theory. This will “separate” our Mackey functor into parts controlled by Mp˚q and
those controlled by MpCpq. We begin by defining a few useful Mackey functors.
With this motivation coming from another branch of mathematics, these seemingly
simple algebraic objects will come with rather complicated geometric names. The
name will be kept for completeness rather than direct relevance to the content of
this paper.
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Definition 4.9. We can define the Borel nilpotent completion of M as follows.
trpM pCpqq

ΓCppMq :“
MpCpq
ZZ
The transfer map is that of M and restriction is given by the formula resptrpxqq “ř
γPCp
γ ¨ x. There is an obvious injection ΓCppMq ãÑ M given from the group
inclusion trpM pCpqq ĂMp˚q.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose N PMG is such that NpCpq is torsion free and has trivial
Cp-action. Then ΓCppNq is torsion free.
Proof. First suppose that imptrq ‰ 0 else the result is clear. Observe that given
these conditions, imptrq must be torsion free. Else, there is some x ‰ 0 P imptrq Ă
Np˚q that is n- torsion for some n P N. Then 0 “ respnxq “ n ¨ respxq “ n ¨
resptrpyqq “
ř
γPCp
y “ py for some y P NpCpq. However, then y is p-torsion in Z,
a contradiction. Then ΓCppNqp˚q “ imptrq and ΓCppNqpCpq “ Z are both torsion
free and hence ΓCppNq is. 
Definition 4.11. Let ΦCppMq be the cokernel of the inclusion ΓCppMq ãÑ M .
These are called the geometric fixed points of M.
Mp˚q{trpMpCpq

ΦCppMq :“
0
ZZ
If the map M Ñ ΦCp is an isomorphism, we say that M is geometric.
Using these definitions, to any Mackey functorM , we can associate the following
short exact sequence, called the isotropy separation sequence.
0 ÝÑ ΓCppMq ÝÑM ÝÑ Φ
CppMq ÝÑ 0
Example 4.12. For the Burnside Mackey Functor A, the isotropy separation se-
quence is given by the following.
ZxrCpsy

Zx1, rCpsy

Z

0 ÝÑ ÝÑ ÝÑ ÝÑ 0
Z
ZZ
Z
ZZ
0
]]
Proposition 4.13. Let M,N PMG. There is a natural isomorphism
ΦCppM lNq – ΦCppMqlΦCppNq
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Proof. We first compute the box product ΦCppMqlΦCppNq. This is much easier
since these Mackey functors are geometric.
Mp˚q{ImptrM q

Np˚q{ImptrN q

Mp˚q{ImptrM q bNp˚q{ImptrN q

l “
0
[[
0
[[
0
[[
Observe that there are no added relations from Frobenius reciprocity since in all
cases the values of the transfers are zero. The computation for ΦCppM lNq is more
messy. Let trl denote the transfer map of the box product.
pppMp˚q bNp˚qq ‘ Imptrlqq{ „q{Imptrlq

ΦCppM lNq “
0
ZZ
There is an obvious isomorphism of the bottom tiers. For the top, we must first
understand the top tier of ΦCppM lNq. Since all elements of Imptrlq are now
zero in the quotient, it may be tempting to simplify this to Mp˚q b Np˚q. How-
ever, Frobenius reciprocity often produces new relations between the generators of
Mp˚q bNp˚q and those of Imptrlq. We should consider instead the following.
Mp˚q bNp˚qq
L
xab trpyq, trpxq b by
It is an exercise in algebra to check that this is in fact isomorphic to
Mp˚q{ImptrM q bNp˚q{ImptrN q
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.14. Let M PMG be invertible. Then Φ
CppMqp˚q » Z as abelian groups.
Proof. Since M is invertible, there is some N P MG such that M lN » A. Then
we have the following isomorphism by Proposition 4.13.
ΦCppAq – ΦCppMqlΦCppNq
By definition, this implies there is an isomorphism of abelian groups
Z “ ΦCppAqp˚q – ΦCppMqp˚q b ΦCppNqp˚q
Then ΦCppMqp˚q is invertible as an abelian group and hence isomorphic to Z by
Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 4.15. Let M PMCp be invertible. Then ΓCppMq » Z
k, k ď 1.
Proof. Since M is invertible, we have MpCpq » Z. Then we can apply Lemma
4.10 so that trpMpCpqq » Z
k for some k P N. Since trpM pCpqq is the image of a
homomorphism whose domain is MpCpq “ Z, we must necessarily have k ď 1. 
We now have all the tools needed for the proof of Proposition 4.8.
Proof. (of Proposition 4.8) Suppose M P MG is invertible. We know MpCpq » Z
so all we need to show is Mp˚q is torsion free. We can write down the isotropy
separation sequence of M , with ΓCppMq and Φ
CppMq torsion free. In fact, from
the above results, we know exactly what these Mackey functors look like.
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Z
k

Mp˚q

Z

0 ÝÑ ÝÑ ÝÑ ÝÑ 0
Z
]]
Z
[[
0
]]
for k “ 0, 1. From this exact sequence of Mackey functors, we obtain the following
short exact sequence of abelian groups.
0 ÝÑ Zk ÝÑMp˚q ÝÑ Z ÝÑ 0
Since Z is free, this short exact sequence splits, so that Mp˚q » Zk ‘ Z, which is
torsion free as desired. 
However, we can be even more specific when it comes to classifying the possibil-
ities for Mp˚q. In fact, up to isomorphism, there is only one.
Lemma 4.16. Let M PMCp , p odd, be invertible. Then Mp˚q » Z‘ Z.
Proof. For M invertible, we have already shown that Mp˚q » Zk ‘ Z, k “ 0, 1.
Recall that for d relatively prime to p, we have that dA is invertible with dAp˚q »
Z ‘ Z. Then k “ 1 is realized. However, k “ 0 is not. To see this, suppose M
is invertible with inverse N and Mp˚q » Z. Then imptrq “ 0. We shall label all
restriction and transfer maps as follows, for some c, d1, d2 P Z.
Zxxy
c

Zxy1, y2y
pd1d2q

Zxxb y1, xb y2, trp1b 1qy
res

l “
Z
0
ZZ
Z
p0 1q
ZZ
Zx1b 1y
tr
ZZ
Notice that for the transfer map of N , we have chosen 1 ÞÑ y2. All computations
that follow are analogous for 1 ÞÑ y1. We now compute the relations given by
Frobenius reciprocity.
c ¨ trp1 b 1q “ trpcb 1q „ xb trp1q “ xb y2
d1 ¨ trp1 b 1q “ trp1 b d1q „ trp1q b y1 “ 0
d2 ¨ trp1 b 1q “ trp1 b d2q „ trp1q b y1 “ 0
Then pM lNqp˚q “ Zxxb y1y and cannot be isomorphic to Ap˚q » Z‘ Z. Analo-
gous computations hold for Np˚q » Z so that there is no N such that pM lNq » A,
contradicting that M is invertible. Then k “ 1, as desired. 
We have now shown that for p odd, all invertible Cp-Mackey functors M have
the following form.
Z‘ Z
res

Z
tr
]]
All that remains to determine are the values of the restriction and transfer maps on
each generator. By the splitting of the isotropy separation sequence, we know that
one summand is generated by trp1q. Then rptrp1qq “ p, giving the value on the
restriction map on one of the generators. Letting the other generator map to any
integer d, we see that M is isomorphic to the twisted Burnside Mackey functor dA.
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Since its inverse N is also invertible, it must be of the same form so that N » d1A
for some d1 P Z. By Lemma 4.4, we must have d relatively prime to p. These results
can be summarized by the following statement, which for now we have only shown
for p odd. However, we shall state it without this condition.
Proposition 4.17. Let M PMCp be invertible. Then M » dA for some d P Z such
that pd, pq “ 1. 
We now address the case of p “ 2. Although all of the above computations hold
for p “ 2 as well, there is an additional case to consider forMpCpq “ Z´. We begin
with the following lemma.
Lemma 4.18. Let M P MC2 and suppose MpC2q “ Z´. Then respxq “ 0 for all
x PMp˚q.
Proof. Let x PMp˚q. By the definition of a Mackey functor, γ ¨ respxq “ respxq for
all γ P C2. Letting γ be the nontrivial element of C2, we have´respxq “ respxq P Z.
Then respxq “ 0. Since x was arbitrary, the result follows. 
Now supposeM were invertible with inverse N and supposeMpCpq “ Z´. Then
Z´bNpCpq » Z. Recall that the action of C2 on Z´bNpCpq is the diagonal action.
From this, it is easy to show that NpCpq » Z´ so that rN ” 0 as well.
For any x b y P Mp˚q b Np˚q, we have rpx b yq “ rM pxq b rN pyq “ 0. Then
the only nonzero restrictions come from images of the transfer map. Let kp1b 1q P
MpCpq bNpCpq “ Zx1b 1y. We have
rptrpkp1 b 1qqq “ k resptrp1 b 1qq “ 2kp1b 1q
Then impresq Ď 2Z Ă Z. However, impresAq “ Z so that M lN cannot be
isomorphic to A. Then in fact, this case does not contribute any invertible Mackey
functors so that Proposition 4.17 does in fact hold for p “ 2. Combining the
results of Proposition 4.17 and Lemma 4.4, we obtain the following classification of
invertible Cp-Mackey functors.
Theorem 4.19. Let M be a Cp-Mackey functor for p prime. Then M is invertible
if and only if M is isomorphic to dA for some d P Z such that pd, pq “ 1. 
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